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We present a comparative computational study of sodiated vs lithiated bulk Si, including the effects of Li–Li and Na–Na interactions on dopant

mobility. Both Na and Li prefer to act as interstitial defects located at the tetragonal sites of the Si matrix. The migration barrier between tetragonal

sites is 0.54 eV larger for Na than for Li, which is expected to result in a drastically lower diffusion rate. The interdopant interactions reduce the

barrier for Li and Na diffusion by 0.16 and 0.28 eV, respectively, providing ab initio evidence that finite ion concentrations may improve the battery

charge/discharge rate. # 2013 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

E
nergy storage devices with high density and
durability are needed to utilize fully the potential
of renewable and clean sources of electricity (e.g.,

to enable a widespread use of electric vehicles). Lithium
batteries deliver today the highest energy density over
hundreds of cycles.1) The growing share of intermittent
sources of electricity, such as solar or wind, means a
growing need for bulk storage.2) Here, the use of widely
available materials, e.g., Na rather than Li, becomes the
priority.3) Na is abundant and inexpensive.3) While much
progress has been made in the rational design of electrode
materials for Li batteries,4–6) much less is known about Na
batteries. While effective Na-reservoir cathode materials
have been proposed,7–9) much less progress has been made in
designing high-capacity anodes for Na-ion batteries. This is,
however, becoming an area of active research.10) Specifi-
cally, for Na batteries, very little is known about the per-
formance of promising electrode materials proposed for Li
batteries. Proposed anodes for Li batteries include Si, Ge,
and Sn, TiO2 and titanates, and metal oxides (e.g., Fe2O3,
NiO, and CuO), and they have shown rates or/and specific
capacities that could exceed those of carbon anodes by an
order of magnitude. Carbon has been shown to provide Na
intercalation capacities comparable to Li.11) Yet the larger
atomic radius of Na and differences in electronic structure
are expected to result in a significantly different alloying and
conversion dynamics vs Li.12)

Silicon is abundant and inexpensive. As an anode,
Si offers an extremely high theoretical Li capacity of
about 4200mAh/g. The capacity fading issues that plagued
the development of Si anodes are being effectively re-
solved.13,14) Yet with Na, Si has been known to form bulk
alloys of NaxSi with 0 < x < 1 only,15) while in Li-based
alloys (LixSi), x could go up to 4.4.16) Hence, the theoretical
Na capacity is expected to be lower. Recent experimental
studies confirm this.10) For bulk storage applications,
capacity might not be critical as long as charging and
discharging are done at a high rate.17) Can Si be a good
anode also for Na ion batteries? The answer thus depends on
the dynamics of sodiation/desodiation. In particular, com-
parative studies of the ion diffusion barriers would guide the
development of high-performance Na batteries. Recently,
via molecular dynamics simulations using a simple pairwise
potential energy surface, it was shown that concerted motion
of Li ions in a cathode material has a significant effect on

diffusion, possibly leading to orders of magnitude changes
in the diffusion coefficient.18) Hence, in this work, we go
beyond the conventional single-ion diffusion barrier
ab initio calculations and take into account effects arising
from dopant-dopant interactions.

We present a comparative computational study of Na
vs Li doping (alloying) of Si. We compare the crystal and
electronic structures, energetics, and diffusion of these two
types of atoms in bulk Si. We also study how dopant-dopant
interactions affect diffusion in both systems, shedding light
on possible differences arising from cooperative effects.

All calculations are done using density functional theory
(DFT) and the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)19) func-
tional using the Quantum Espresso package.20) Ultrasoft
pseudopotentials were used with configurations 1s22s1,
1s22s22p63s1, and 3s23p2 for Li, Na, and Si, respectively.
Convergence tests were performed initially to determine the
plane-wave kinetic energy and charge density cutoffs used
for all subsequent calculations, 40 and 400Ry, respectively.
Atoms were relaxed until the internal forces are within
0.01 eV/ �A. To predict the minimum energy pathways for Na
and Li diffusion, the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method21)

was used (with nine images). To minimize interactions
between the defects and their periodic images, a large
supercell with 64 Si atoms was used. The volume of the
simulation cell could be held fixed due to its large size. We
verified that at the dopant concentrations considered here,
the effects of supercell relaxation are negligible and no
crystal phase instability is induced. The Brillouin-zone
integrations were performed using Monkhorst–Pack grids:
an 8� 8� 8 mesh for Si bulk structure (with an eight-atom
cell), an 4� 4� 4 mesh for predictions of density of states
(DOS), and a 2� 2� 2 mesh for all other calculations. The
computed Si lattice constant is 5.46 �A, in good agreement
with the experimental value (5.43 �A).22) To elucidate the
effect of dopant-dopant interactions, migration barriers were
also studied as a function of Na–Na (and Li–Li) distances.

We first predict the stability of interstitial Na and Li
defects in Si by calculating their defect formation energies,
Ef ¼ ESi{nX � ESi � nEX; with X representing Na or Li;
ESi{nX, ESi, and EX are the energies of Si–(Li)Na supercell,
Si supercell, and a single Li(Na) atom within a 10:92�
10:92� 10:92 �A vacuum supercell, respectively. Interstitial
defects were limited to hexagonal (H) and tetragonal (T)
defects, as only T sites are likely to be occupied at the
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concentrations considered here.23) We also consider the
formation of a substitutional defect (S)—where Li or Na
replaces Si on a lattice site. In the presence of Si vacancies,
occupation of the vacant sites is thermodynamically
favoured for both Li and Na, with defect formation energies
of �0:61 and �2:10 eV for Na and Li, respectively.
However, the high formation energy of Si vacancies (3.27
eV computed here) implies that the formation of Li or Na
substitutional defects is much less likely than the formation
of the interstitial defects. The analysis of the defect forma-
tion energies, listed in Table I, suggests that the formation
of Li interstitial defects is thermodynamically favorable
(the defect formation energy is negative). By contrast, the
formation energies of all Na defects are positive. Na(Li)
insertion leads to relaxations of the surrounding Si atoms.
Because Na has a larger atomic radius than Li, Na insertion
induces a larger relaxation of the surrounding Si atoms than
Li, but the directions of atomic displacements are similar
(see Table II). For instance, a Na(Li) dopant at the T site
has six second nearest-neighbor and four nearest-neighbor
Si atoms with Na(Li)–Si distances of 2.77 (2.74) and 2.50
(2.44) �A, respectively. The Na(Li)–Si distances before and
after relaxation suggest that Na(Li) insertion causes the
neighbouring Si atoms to displace outwards, away from
the inserted Na(Li) atom. The larger displacement in the
case of Na is largely responsible for the positive defect
formation energy.

Although the insertion of Li/Na does not alter the overall
DOS significantly, the Fermi level is shifted to the bottom
of the conduction band. The insertion will therefore lead to
improved electron conductance of the anode and possibly
to a semiconductor–metal transition. This is caused by a
charge transfer from the metal atoms to the host lattice.
For instance, a Bader charge analysis shows the charges of
þ0:83jej and þ0:75jej on Li and Na, respectively. For both
systems, transferred electrons fill the antibonding sp3 states
of neighboring Si atoms weakening the corresponding Si–Si
bonds. Assuming that the weakening of Si–Si interactions
is the reason for Si amorphization,24) the larger extent of
charge transfer into the antibonding orbitals of Si from Li
implies that the chemistry of Li–Si interactions is more
conducive to the amorphization of the Si matrix compared

to Na even as Na insertion induces a larger strain due to its
size.15) Indeed, Na only forms Na1Si at maximum sodiation
(vs Li4:4Si), and there is no destruction of the crystal
structure like that happening at high Li concentrations,
where Si undergoes amorphization.24)

Recent investigations by Hwang and co-workers con-
cluded that Li/Si interaction has a polar covalent nature.25)

In our calculations, the charge density difference for the Si
matrix with a single Na atom on the T site is similar to that
for the Li/Si system, suggesting similar bonding mechan-
isms for the two systems. Nevertheless, the smaller amount
of charge transferred from Na to Si indicates that the Na–Si
bond has lower ionicity than the Li–Si bond.

As the defect concentration of Li/Na increases, the
interaction between the inserted atoms becomes important
and will in fact determine the performance of anodes under
real operating conditions. At concentrations below 0.125, the
Na/Li atoms prefer the T sites in the Si matrix.23) However,
due to dopant-dopant interactions, the T sites are not
equivalent. The predicted formation energy of two Li
defects is a function of the Li–Li distance. Figure 1 suggests
that Li atoms do not cluster. These results agree well with
previous investigations.23,25) The Na–Na interaction is com-
plicated by the fact that the equilibrium distance between Na
atoms in bulk Na (�3:7 �A) is close to the distance between
T sites located in the second coordination sphere of each
other. We obtained the lowest formation energy of two Na
defects with the distance between Na atoms of 3.83 �A (see
Fig. 1); this is not surprising as Na atomic configurations
close to the bulk positions are energetically favoured.
Nevertheless, since the above calculations are performed
at 0K and the difference in the formation energies between
Na placed in the second and third coordination spheres is
0.05 eV, Na clustering is not expected to be significant.

An analysis of the migration pathways shows that both Li
and Na atoms migrate between two T sites through the H
configurations (Fig. 2). Despite similarities in the lowest
energy and saddle point configurations, the diffusion rate of
a single Na is expected to be much lower than that of Li; the
computed migration barrier of Na is 0.54 eV higher than that
for Li diffusion. Dopant-dopant interaction has a significant
effect on diffusion of Li and Na atoms. When the distance
between the dopants is �2:6{3:9 �A, the dopant-dopant
interaction modifies the migration pathway (see Fig. 3).
The dopant still migrates through the H configurations;

Table I. Defect formation energies (in eV) of Li and Na defects in bulk Si.

Li Na

T �1:42 0.75

H �0:81 1.88

S 1.17 2.66

Table II. Optimized distances ( �A) between Na/Li and surrounding Si

atoms. M–Si1st and M–Si2nd correspond to M–Si average distances (where

M is Li or Na) for first and second coordination spheres, respectively. Na/Li

are either in the tetragonal (T) or the hexagonal (H) sites.

Relaxed Unrelaxed

Li/Si Na/Si Na(Li)/Si

(T) M–Si1st 2.44 2.50 2.35

(T) M–Si2nd 2.74 2.77 2.71

(H) M–Si1st 2.36 2.46 2.22

(H) M–Si2nd 3.49 3.44 3.53
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Fig. 1. Formation energies of two defects as functions of Li–Li

(red circles, left scale) and Na–Na (blue rhombs, right scale) distance in Si.

The connecting lines are to guide the eye.
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however, the lattice distortion (see Table II) caused by
the presence of another dopant atom modifies the barrier,
which is now a function of both the Na–Na (Li–Li) distance
and direction. When the distance between dopant atoms
is �2:6 �A, an inserted atom has three equivalent pathways
for migration. The barrier along these paths for Na (Li) is
0.28 (0.16) eV smaller than that for single-atom diffusion. At
�3:8 �A, the migrating atom has three (two of four migration
pathways are equivalent to each other) different migration
pathways available. Out of these three possible paths, the
lowest Na(Li) energy pathway ends with a dopant-dopant
distance of �5:9 �A, similar to those for single atoms. The
reduction of migration barriers is caused by the additional
relaxation of surrounding Si atoms induced by the second
dopant atom. In fact, even small lattice reconstruction can
noticeably change the migration barrier.26) It is the destabi-
lization of the Si matrix and of the initial state for migration
caused by dopant-dopant interaction that causes an asym-
metry for migration pathway (see Fig. 3) and ultimately
reduces the migration barrier. A similar mechanism of
improved mobility via higher Li concentration has been
suggested for a cathode material.27) Due to the local nature
of lattice distortions caused by dopant insertion, the effect
of dopant-dopant interaction quickly diminishes with the
distance between the dopants. Still, all neighbouring T sites
will be filled at Li/Na concentrations as low as 0.125, and
the effect reported here is expected to affect significantly the
kinetics during the charging and discharging of the batteries.

In summary, based on a single-atom diffusion model, one
would deduce that bulk Si is not a promising anode material
for Na batteries in that both the capacity (uptake of 1 Na per
Si atom vs up to Li4:4Si) and the rate are expected to be
much lower than in Li batteries. However, in the presence of
a second dopant in the nearest T site, the diffusion barrier is
reduced, and to a larger extent for Na than for Li: by 0.28
and 0.16 eV, respectively. This ab initio evidence that an
increased dopant concentration can increase the rate of
charge/discharge corroborates the recent findings in Ref. 18
for cathode materials. Therefore, it is important to account
for the effect of dopant concentration on the diffusion rates
of ions in the batteries.
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